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Agenda
• Definition of well integrity
• Why is it important?
• Case studies

• Well barriers
• Well integrity statistics
• Key points in implementation
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Safety moment
• Missing tree valves
• Located in populated area
• Missing lockdown screws

• Missing annulus valves
• Exposed VR plug
• Marsh environment
• Who is accountable for this well?

Ref: Joe Anders, P.E., SPE
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What is well integrity?
NORSOK Definition:
“Application of technical, operational and
organizational solutions to reduce risk of
uncontrolled release of formation fluids
throughout the life cycle of a well.”
A Well Operator must ensure the integrity of
its wells, barriers and the pressure
containment boundary throughout the entire
well life cycle from design to abandonment.
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What is well integrity?
Having sufficient tools, standards, policies and operating
parameters in place to ensure that wells are;
• Designed
• Operated

• Maintained
• Suspended
• Abandoned
Such that any risks from the well or wellbore fluids are
ALARP - As Low As Reasonably Practicable
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Why is well integrity important?
• Prevents injury to personnel
• Prevents pollution or damage to the environment
• Cost

• Liabilities
• Future generations
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In reality this is what 99.9% of well integrity
issues look like:
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Case Study 1 – McKee 13
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Well barriers
Barriers are used to control the flow of hydrocarbons.
Barriers may be:
• Active – Can enable or prevent flow - i.e. valves
• Passive – Fixed structures - i.e. casing, cement
• Reactive – Human or mechanical response to an activating or
triggered event
A minimum of 2 independent barriers required in each flow path.
• Primary – First barrier to unintentional flow
• Secondary – Further barrier to unintentional flow should primary
barrier fail
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Barrier failure factors
• Type of Well: HPHT, vertical, highly deviated
• Maintenance Culture: Monitoring, frequent maintenance
schedules
• Era of Construction: When was the well constructed, old
technology, old regulations

• Age of Well: Initial design life of well and components
• Well Design and Construction Specifics: Casing design,
cement tops, completion components

• Well Usage Change: Change in usage or production type
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Barriers and well integrity failure
Total well integrity failure occurs when all of the barriers in a potential leak path
fail in such a way that the flow of hydrocarbons from a well is uncontrolled.

Swiss Cheese Model – barriers
breached on GoM Macondo well.
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NZ case study on a barrier failure
• During well start-up the A annulus was 100 psi.
• When well was started up, initial temp was 22 dec C

• Well heated up to 140 deg C
• When fluid heats up it expands and pressure increases in
the annulus

• Annulus pressure was not being monitored
• Ended up with a final pressure of 4500 psi.
• Tubing collapsed
• No one was injured and no release of hydrocarbons
because of secondary barriers in place
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Well integrity statistics - Global
• 760,000 wells globally are affected by well integrity issues
• 9% are permanently shut-in
• 10% are temporarily shut-in
• Costs approximately $1.09bn a day in lost revenue
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Well integrity statistics – New Zealand
% of wells with Well Integrity issues (quickly repaired)
in New Zealand is ca. 10%
•
•
•
•
•
•

Valve leaks (wellheads and xmas trees)
Annular integrity/zonal isolation
Tubular leaks (connection leaks)
Safety and other control systems
Corrosion
Others

42%
23%
15%
10%
4%
6%

• A single barrier failure does not necessarily mean a total well
integrity failure and that the well will leak
• If one barrier fails, the next barrier accepts the load
• Well integrity failure requires failure of multiple barriers in a system
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Why do New Zealand Well Integrity statistics differ?
• Small well stock
• Small number of Operators, all of whom are well respected.

• Strong regulatory environment
• Independent well examiners
• Wells are not complicated

• Proven processes and a long history
• No high pressures or temperatures
• No corrosive gases (benign environment)
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How do we perform well integrity?
• It is expected that there will be occasional failure of components.
• The challenge is predicting these failures and mitigating against them to ensure
that any risk is ALARP.
• This is achieved locally through:
• Standards, accountability and regulations

• Well design and engineering
• Competent personnel
• High level of commitment by local companies

• Regular monitoring and maintenance of wells
• Well examination
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Standards, accountability and regulations
• Standards - OGUK, NORSOK, ISO, Canadian, API, Operators
• Well Integrity Management System
• Accountability - Who has ownership of the well?
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Well design and engineering
Initial well planning is the lowest cost opportunity for well integrity problem
prevention:
• Wells and well operations designed with effective multiple barriers in place to
prevent the release of wellbore fluids
• Sufficient contingency plans in place to ensure any risks are ALARP
• Suitable casing design and shoe depths selection
• Sufficient barriers in all flow paths
• Certified and tested pressure control equipment – BOP’s
• Well design life
• Tubulars and wellbore components suitable for all expected well conditions
• Fluids
• Pressures
• Temperatures
• Loads
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Regular monitoring and testing
Regular well monitoring is an inexpensive way to maintain well integrity:
• Ensure wells are operating within original design limits
• Ensure all well barriers are intact
• Early identification of potential well integrity problems
• Preventative maintenance
Regular well integrity testing and well integrity management plan:
• Maintenance, testing and inspection frequencies
• Integrity testing schedule
• Review well operating parameters
• Erosion and corrosion management
• Well integrity records/reporting
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Well examination and well integrity
Well examination provides assurance to regulators and the New Zealand public
that well integrity is being maintained throughout the entire life cycle of the well
from initial design to final well abandonment.
• Well design and construction
• Workover design and construction
• Operation and maintenance
• Suspension design and construction

• Abandonment design and construction
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Recording of data
Each Operator should have a database type tool:
• Tendency to have one for process type
equipment but frequently don’t include wells
• Presents a “traffic light” view across the field of
each well’s integrity status

• Ability to drill down to see individual well’s
integrity data and issues
• Calculates and displays well integrity KPIs

• Field-wide well integrity status summary
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What can we do better?
• While this may seem ideal, as an industry we
could/should share more information on lessons
learned & experiences to reduce risks further
• Expand the use of well failure databases such as
SINTEF
• Review changes in well operating conditions –
manage & challenge the data!
• Consider the use Well Integrity System Tools for
analysis and data mining

• Plan for abandonments
• Standardisation where possible
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Thank you , any questions?
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